Space imagery : an information vector
The acquisition and exploitation of satellite images used to extract and analyze a lot of
useful information and meet customer needs.

Geo4i supports its customers in consideration of
spatial imagery.
We provide satellite imagery as well as
comprehensive analyzes to meet your different
needs.
Geo4i has a team of qualified experts in the
analysis and operation of optical satellite images,
infrared, radar and other sensors (UAV, videos…)

Ground displacement

Geo4i carries different products derived from the
image interpretation:
-

Site survey
Security analysis
Activity reports
Risk assessment
Thematic database development
Evolution monitoring (site / activity)
Identification report (using Help4I)
Products on order (contact us)

A constellation of satellites at your service
Geo4i is linked with various business partners to provide
space imagery in response to your needs

Improving understanding of environment
The Geospatial Intelligence to visually represent the knowledge and merge them with
other information.

The location information in space and time allows to
deepen the understanding of phenomena and their
impacts.
Geospatial analysis offers many perspectives in the
management and operation of our customer’s
information.

Geo4i puts its expertise at your service to
enhance the information you need to
optimize your projects.
-

Realization of «carto-centered» product
Studies vulnerabilities
Route analysis, feasibility
2D, 3D spatial analysis
Image and geographic data management
Decision support products
Products on order (contact us)

Geo4i is a reactive company, able to adapt quickly to
the needs of its customers. Our advantages:
- Business skills
- A continue technology watch
- A network of experts and partners
- An awareness of security aspects
- A very good knowledge of the needs for
information / intelligence

Our duty:
Supporting you
To provide you the right image for your needs
A wide range of sensors with their own characteristics
Choosing the right image for an effective response

Adapted for you
Choice and selection of sources
Correlation and fusion of information
Data processing and analysis

To coach you
Intelligence
Imagery
Geospatial analysis
Geographic information
Implementation of GIS

To assist you
Technological watch
Audit, needs specification
Adaptation and implementation tools
Consideration of data and tools
Support in the use of spatial imagery

To optimize
Geo4i has developed its own unique tools and at the forefront of its field:
Help4I: Help in identifying equipment
Automatic image processing workflow
Geospatial platform

Contact us: contact@geo4i.com
www.geo4i.com

